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Abstract 36 
 37 
The calcium-activated chloride channel anoctamin-2 (Ano2) is thought to amplify transduction 38 
currents in ORNs, a hypothesis supported by previous studies in dissociated neurons from 39 
Ano2-/- mice. Paradoxically, despite a reduction in transduction currents in Ano2-/- ORNs, their 40 
spike output for odor stimuli may be higher. We examined the role of Ano2 in ORNs in their 41 
native environment in freely breathing mice by imaging activity in ORN axons as they arrive in 42 
the olfactory bulb glomeruli. Odor-evoked responses in ORN axons of Ano2-/- mice were 43 
consistently larger for a variety of odorants and concentrations. In an open arena, Ano2-/- mice 44 
took longer to approach a localized odor source than wild-type mice, revealing clear olfactory 45 
behavioral deficits. Our studies provide the first in vivo evidence toward an alternative role for 46 
Ano2 in the olfactory transduction cascade, where it may serve as a feedback mechanism to 47 
clamp ORN spike output. 48 
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Main Text 70 
 71 
Each subtype of olfactory receptor neuron (ORN) converges on a few locations in the olfactory 72 
bulb (OB), and therefore serves as a distinct input channel to the brain. ORNs generate 73 
electrical signals, in the form of action potentials (spikes), that are interpreted by postsynaptic 74 
cells in the OB1, including local and projection cells. The series of molecular events that 75 
coordinate olfactory transduction and spike generation have been well-delineated, yet much 76 
remains unknown about how each individual step in the transduction cascade contributes to 77 
overall ORN excitation and output. Specifically, the role of the calcium-activated chloride 78 
channel anoctamin-2 (Ano2; also called TMEM16B) remains controversial: many studies point 79 
toward its role in massively amplifying ORN transduction currents2–8, while paradoxically limiting 80 
ORN spike output9. In addition, there is conflicting evidence for its importance in olfactory 81 
behaviors8–10. 82 
 83 
Odorants drawn into the nasal cavity bind to odorant receptors (ORs) on the cilia of ORNs. A 84 
large number (but not all) of these ORs are G-protein coupled receptors11–13, which trigger an 85 
intracellular signaling cascade leading to the opening of cyclic nucleotide-gated channels and a 86 
net inward flux of Na+ and Ca2+ ions. The increased intracellular abundance of Ca2+ then 87 
activates the calcium-activated chloride channel (CaCC) Ano29,14,15. As a result of the elevated 88 
intracellular Cl- concentration in ORNs and lower Cl- concentration extracellularly in the nasal 89 
epithelium16–18, negatively-charged Cl- anions flow outward16,18, resulting in an amplification of 90 
ORN membrane depolarizations19. As much as 90% of the total ORN transduction current may 91 
be mediated by Ano23,7, making it a critical component in the sensory transduction pathway that 92 
leads to OB input.  93 
 94 
Surprisingly, despite its large contribution to the generation of olfactory transduction currents, 95 
recent work has suggested that Ano2 is not necessary for odor detection and discrimination8.  96 
Even the nature of the contribution of Ano2 to ORN activity has become uncertain, since a 97 
recent study has suggested that Ano2 may function to limit overall ORN excitability by 98 
contributing to a potent depolarization-block of Na+ channels9. Further investigation of the role 99 
that Ano2 plays in olfactory transduction is necessary to understand the precise mechanisms by 100 
which odor-evoked excitatory signals are transmitted to the brain. 101 
 102 
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An additional consideration in the function of Ano2 in olfactory transduction is its expression 103 
pattern within ORNs. There is clear evidence that, in addition to being expressed at their 104 
cilia20,11 within the olfactory epithelium, Ano2 is also abundantly expressed in ORN axons as 105 
they terminate in their respective glomeruli8. This raises the important possibility that differences 106 
between the extracellular Cl- concentration in nasal mucosa/epithelium and the brain may result 107 
in Ano2 playing distinct roles in olfactory transduction in different sub-cellular compartments.  108 
 109 
How Ano2 contributes to ORN spike output in the native environment of an intact animal, 110 
especially at the axon terminals in the OB, have not been addressed. Here, we examine the role 111 
of Ano2 in the transmission of odor information to the brain by examining stimulus-evoked 112 
responses in ORN terminals in the olfactory bulb of mice with and without Ano2.  113 
 114 
Results 115 
 116 
Glomerular odor maps are unaltered in Ano2-null mice 117 
 118 
The axons of ORNs of a common subtype coalesce at a few glomeruli on the surface of the OB. 119 
The fasciculation of ORN axon bundles as they enter their respective glomeruli is an activity 120 
dependent process21,22,23 and could in principle be affected by changes in spontaneous, as well 121 
as overall ORN excitability in mice lacking Ano2. Past studies provide conflicting evidence as to 122 
whether Ano2 is required for proper targeting of ORNs to glomeruli, with one study reporting 123 
that glomerular positioning and number is unaffected in Ano2-null mice for two ORN receptor 124 
subtypes8, while yet another study found an increase in the number of glomeruli incorporating 125 
axons of ORNs that express the I7 receptor9. We tested whether loss of Ano2 alters functional 126 
glomerular maps in the OB. 127 
 128 
We crossed heterozygous Ano2-/+ mice (see Methods; Li et al., In Review24) with a mouse strain 129 
that expresses the Ca2+ indicator GCaMP3 in all ORNs (OMP-GCaMP)25 to obtain two groups of 130 
mice, Ano2-/-/OMP-GCaMP3 (KO) and Ano2+/+/OMP-GCaMP3 (WT). First we used wide-field 131 
epifluorescence imaging to obtain functional maps of activated glomeruli for seven 132 
monomolecular odors by measuring odor-evoked increases in GCaMP fluorescence at ORN 133 
axon terminals26. These odors (see methods) were selected to activate a diverse number and 134 
range of glomeruli on the dorsal surface of the mouse OB27.  135 
  136 
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We compared the total number of glomeruli at each bulb that responded to each odor in our 137 
panel for WT and KO mice. We used receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis to 138 
determine a threshold to define responsive glomeruli, by comparing the response distribution 139 
obtained from all glomerulus-odor pairs to a noise distribution obtained from interleaved blank 140 
odor trials in each experiment (threshold = 0.005 ∆F/F). There was no significant difference 141 
between the number of active glomeruli per OB in WT and KO mice for any of the odors (Figure 142 
1B; p > 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni multiple comparison correction).  143 
 144 
Although our experiments were not designed to identify specific glomeruli, we can nevertheless 145 
discount large scale glomerular duplication in Ano2 KO animals, for example due to a loss of 146 
targeting specificity and mixing of ORN axons within individual glomeruli28. We also cannot 147 
discount small-scale redistribution of glomerular positioning, which is unlikely to exceed 148 
expected animal-to-animal variance described previously in control mice26,28. Together, these 149 
results indicate ORN maps are largely conserved in KO mice and confirm previous anatomical 150 
studies8.  151 
 152 
ORN input to glomeruli is enhanced in Ano2-null mice 153 
 154 
We next asked whether odor-evoked responses in individual glomeruli were altered in either 155 
magnitude or duration in KO mice. From six WT mice (n = 9 bulbs) and three KO mice (n = 5 156 
bulbs), we identified 34.44 ± 3.48 and 43.60 ± 3.93 glomeruli per bulb, respectively (299 total 157 
glomeruli in WT mice and 218 total glomeruli in KO mice). The 50 largest responses for each 158 
odor are shown in Figure 2A. Our analysis revealed significantly larger odor-evoked responses 159 
in ORNs of KO mice than WT mice (n = 2093 WT and 1526 KO glomerulus-odor pairs, p < 160 
0.001 Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; Figure 2B). This difference was observed both when 161 
responses of each glomerulus was averaged across all seven odors (n = 299 WT glomeruli and 162 
218 KO glomeruli, p < 0.001, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test), and when responses of all glomeruli 163 
for each odor were averaged (Figure 2C-E).  164 
 165 
We next asked whether Ca2+ response kinetics in ORNs were different in WT and KO mice. 166 
First, we compared the peak response with the average response over the entire period (5 s) of 167 
odor presentation. Our analysis revealed a strong linear correlation between the two parameters 168 
in both WT and KO mice, as well as nearly identical slopes of regression (slope = 2.079, R2 = 169 
0.887 for WT and slope = 2.023, R2 = 0.881 for KO, Figure 2F). This result indicates that the 170 
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larger odor responses in KO animals were due to scaling up, rather than a temporal 171 
redistribution, of spikes in ORNs. We also used principal component analysis (PCA) to compare 172 
the response time course of each group (Supplemental Figure 1) and found no significant 173 
differences in the Ca2+ responses of WT and KO animals.  174 
 175 
Our data provide evidence that loss of Ano2 results in enhanced ORN input to OB glomeruli 176 
without impacting the overall response time course or duration. We also observed that the 177 
number of glomeruli responding to an odor was similar in WT and KO animals. These results 178 
are consistent with a scaling mechanism, where Ano2 may function as a negative feedback on 179 
ORN excitability and limit the number of action potentials generated in response to odor 180 
stimulation.  181 
 182 
Loss of Ano2 does not impact respiration 183 
 184 
It is possible that the larger responses to odorants in Ano2 KO mice is due to faster respiration 185 
rates and temporal summation of responses29. Other ANO isoforms are expressed in smooth 186 
muscle tissue and may regulate the excitability of the diaphragm and the airway30,31,32,33, thereby 187 
altering normal breathing rhythms in KO mice. We recorded the respiration rate of WT, KO, and 188 
C57BL/6J mice using a thermocouple placed in front of the animal’s nose, under anesthesia 189 
conditions consistent with our previous experiments. We first validated the reliability of the 190 
external thermocouple for respiration tracking by comparing it to a well-established method, 191 
intranasal cannulas (Supplemental Figure 2). Upon validation, we chose to record respiration 192 
using the non-invasive thermocouple to mitigate any effects of damaging the nasal cavity 193 
through cannula implantation. 194 
 195 
Robust respiration signals could be recorded in anesthetized mice (n = 6 WT, 7 KO, 3 196 
C57BL/6J; Figure 3A for example traces). We included C57BL/6J animals in our comparison to 197 
rule out any genetic background effects34. Despite slight animal-to-animal variability, we found 198 
that across all groups, there was no statistical difference in the overall respiration frequency 199 
(mean frequency: 1.60 ± 0.17Hz WT, 1.86 ± 0.23Hz KO, 1.77 ± 0.19Hz C57BL/6J, p = 0.71 200 
Kruskal-Wallis test; Figure 3C). The small, statistically insignificant increase in respiration rate 201 
we observed in KO mice (16.3% increase) is insufficient to account for the larger Ca2+ 202 
responses obtained in our previous imaging experiments (p < 0.001, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test).  203 
 204 
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We conclude that anesthetized KO animals do not breathe with increased frequency and that 205 
the larger Ca2+ signals we observed are not due to enhanced respiration rate.   206 
 207 
Multiphoton imaging in Ano2-null mice 208 
 209 
Due to the low resting fluorescence of GCaMP3 we were unable to identify glomeruli that did not 210 
respond to at least one of the seven odors in our panel using an epifluorescence microscope. 211 
We used multiphoton microscopy to overcome this limitation and were able to visualize all 212 
glomeruli, independent of their responsiveness (Figure 4A). We also expanded our odor panel 213 
size to 15 odors to activate a wider range of glomeruli. The optical sectioning facilitated by 214 
multiphoton microscopy also allowed us to exclude any effects arising from the activity of en 215 
passant axons that could be detected using our epifluorescence setup. For example, strongly 216 
excited ORNs passing over an otherwise inactive glomerulus will give the appearance of Ca2+ 217 
activity at the glomerulus below.  218 
 219 
Across 162 WT and 161 KO glomeruli from five animals each, we found that ORNs in KO 220 
animals responded with significantly larger Ca2+ transients, whether comparing individual 221 
glomerulus-odor pairs (n = 2430 WT and 2415 KO glomerulus-odor pairs, p < 0.001, 222 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; Figure 4D), or mean response across all odors (n = 162 WT and 161 223 
KO glomeruli, p < 0.001, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; Figure 4E). The 50 largest overall 224 
responses for each group are displayed in Figure 4B (mean of all responses above threshold: 225 
38.8 ± 0.02% ∆F/F in WT and 57.5 ± 0.03% ∆F/F in KO). When considering each odor 226 
individually, in 9 out of 15 odors we observed significantly larger Ca2+ responses in KO animals 227 
(Figure 4H, Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni correction). We again examined the time 228 
course of the Ca2+ responses in each group using PCA (Supplemental Figure 3) and found no 229 
difference between WT and KO animals. 230 
 231 
We next compared sparsity of glomerular responses. First, we calculated the population 232 
sparseness (see Methods) to compare the fraction of activated glomeruli across all animals for 233 
each odor. We found that a larger fraction of glomeruli responded in KO animals (population 234 
sparseness measure: 0.09 ± 0.02 in WT and 0.13 ± 0.02 in KO, p = 0.002, Wilcoxon sign-rank 235 
test, Figure 4G). When we compared lifetime sparseness, which quantifies the extent to which a 236 
given glomerulus responds to different odor stimuli, we found no difference (lifetime sparseness 237 
measure: 0.28 ± 0.01 in WT and 0.28 ± 0.01 in KO, p = 0.89, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Figure 238 
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4I). Together these results indicate that ORNs in KO animals are indeed more sensitive to odor 239 
stimulation, but the breadth of their odor tuning is unchanged. Furthermore, the fact that we 240 
observed no difference in odor tuning further argues against the possibility that glomeruli in KO 241 
animals receive heterogeneous innervation from multiple ORN subtypes. We also found no 242 
evidence for heterogeneous responses within individual glomerular regions of interest. 243 
 244 
ORNs are more strongly excited by odors across a range of concentrations 245 
 246 
What accounts for the larger fraction of activated glomeruli in KO animals? One possibility is 247 
that the signal-to-noise ratio afforded by multiphoton microscopy allowed us to identify weak 248 
responses arising from odor-receptor binding in KO animals that are sub-threshold for Ca2+ 249 
signal generation in WT animals. Conversely, given our previous results, another explanation for 250 
the increased Ca2+ signal magnitude in KO mice is that in response to high odor concentrations, 251 
ORNs are able to maintain firing due to a reduction in depolarization induced Na+ inactivation 252 
driven by the amplifying current through Ano2. However, at low odor concentrations, ORNs in 253 
KO animals may have weaker responses than ORNs in WT animals, since it has been shown 254 
that current amplification through Ano2 is most potent close to detection threshold (Li et al., 255 
unpublished). We next investigated whether ORNs in KO animals are more responsive to odors 256 
at different concentrations. 257 
 258 
We used air dilution to alter odor concentration over four orders of magnitude for two odors, 259 
Ethyl valerate and Allyl butyrate, and decreased the odor delivery time to two seconds to 260 
prevent saturation of ORN responses at the highest concentrations. The relative concentration 261 
of each odor experienced by the mouse was verified using a photoionization detector and odor 262 
concentrations were normalized to the lowest dilution (see Methods; Supplemental Figure 4). At 263 
the strongest odor concentrations, glomerular ORN responses were again enhanced in KO 264 
animals for both odors, as well as a mixture of the two (Figure 5B-D, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). 265 
However, somewhat surprisingly, at low concentrations our analysis revealed no pair-wise 266 
differences. We were unable to compare the response amplitude of ORNs at their individual 267 
detection thresholds due to an inability to identify specific subtypes of ORNs (expressing a 268 
particular odorant receptor) across animals. We also note that Ca2+ signals in ORN axons report 269 
spike output rather than transduction current amplitudes. Our results thereby indicate that while 270 
Ano2 may play a role in shunting ORN excitation following strong odor stimulation, it does not 271 
limit ORN activity following weak odor input. 272 
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 273 
Ano2 deletion increases latency to odor localization 274 
 275 
Does increased ORN excitability alter odor detection capabilities of KO animals?  Recent 276 
studies provide evidence that Ano2-null mice exhibit a greater latency to uncover a hidden food-277 
object9,10, while another study was unable to find any difference in odor detection and 278 
discrimination using a learned behavior8. We decided to study innate odor-driven investigation 279 
to assess whether KO animals displayed any sensory deficit independent of learned behavior.  280 
 281 
We investigated the latency to explore odors as an indicator of how easily mice can detect 282 
odors9,10. To minimize experimenter-induced biases, our automated experimental apparatus 283 
consisted of a 56 cm diameter circular arena with four air inlets equally spaced around its 284 
circumference, as well as a vacuum in its center to balance air inflow and outflow. Under 285 
infrared illumination, mice were allowed to explore the arena space for 10 minutes, after which 286 
odorized air was delivered through one of the inlets. We then measured the latency of each 287 
animal to investigate the odor source as determined by the animal approaching the odorized air 288 
inlet within 1cm.   289 
 290 
We used the known appetitive odor peanut oil35 diluted to the same concentration as we used in 291 
our imaging experiments (1% in mineral oil). Consistent with previous reports9,10, across 8 WT 292 
and 11 KO animals, we found that KO animals required significantly more time to locate the 293 
odor source (Figure 6A, p = 0.003, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Because the odor onset occurred 294 
independently of the animal location in the arena, we calculated the initial starting distance from 295 
the odor source and observed no differences in their mean positions (Figure 6B, p > 0.05, 296 
Wilcoxon rank-sum test). At the same time, we observed no differences in the locomotor activity 297 
of KO animals as measured by their mean velocity both prior to and following odor delivery 298 
(Figure 6C-D, p > 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). These behavioral data suggest a puzzling 299 
dissociation between the increased responses to odorants in KO animals and the longer latency 300 
to locate the source of an appetitive odor. 301 
 302 
Discussion 303 
 304 
Our study presents direct evidence in freely-breathing mice that Ano2, despite its role in 305 
amplifying transduction currents in ORNs, limits their overall excitation and input to the OB in 306 
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vivo. Our results are in agreement with recent in vitro measurements of ORN spike output in 307 
Ano2-null mice and further point towards a dual functionality of Ano2 in ORN excitability 308 
whereby it both amplifies transduction currents and limits spike output.  309 
 310 
Glomerular maps and respiration 311 
 312 
Loss of Ano2 in mice could lead to more general changes that might be confounding factors that 313 
undermine conclusions about sensory transduction and coding. First, absence of Ano2 might 314 
alter the anatomical organization of glomerular maps in the OB. In particular, spontaneous 315 
activity in ORNs is known to play an important role in ORN fasciculation and glomerular 316 
emergence21–23. Any differences in spontaneous activity between WT and Ano2 KO mice might 317 
lead to disorganized glomerular organization and odor representation. Our results argue against 318 
a broad topographical reorganization of ORN inputs to the OB in KO animals based on two 319 
factors. First, we found that the number of dorsal glomeruli responding above threshold to a 320 
given odor was unchanged and second, we found no difference in the lifetime sparseness of 321 
individual glomeruli from WT and KO animals. Furthermore, glomeruli in KO animals do not 322 
appear to receive heterogeneous ORN innervation since responding glomeruli were invariably 323 
homogeneous.  324 
 325 
A second factor that might affect the data on glomerular imaging is the respiration rate. Faster 326 
respiration may lead to larger Ca2+ signals because of slow time course of axonal Ca2+ as well 327 
as indicator kinetics. Direct measurement of respiration, however, dispelled this concern – we 328 
found no significant change in respiration rate in Ano2 KO animals. On a methodological note, 329 
we also demonstrated that an externally-placed, non-invasive thermocouple is a reliable method 330 
to record and measure breathing responses in anesthetized mice. While this method could be 331 
valuable for experiments in anesthetized animals, we note that it rapidly loses fidelity when 332 
breathing rate increases, as in awake animals (Supplementary Figure 2E,F). 333 
 334 
Larger odor-evoked responses in KO mice 335 
 336 
The major finding of our study is that the magnitude of the ORN Ca2+ responses following odor 337 
stimulation was larger in KO animals, with no observable change in the overall response 338 
duration. This was confirmed in two different modes of imaging – widefield microscopy that 339 
allowed larger regions to be imaged at lower resolution, and multiphoton microscopy that 340 
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offered excellent optical sectioning and signal-to-noise ratio. We systematically varied the 341 
concentration of two different odorants and found that responses in ORNs from KO animals 342 
were consistently larger at most concentrations. Interestingly, at lower concentrations of the two 343 
odors, the response amplitudes were similar between both groups. This result suggests that for 344 
low odor concentrations, ORN transduction currents may remain sufficiently modest, and limits 345 
further amplification through Ano2.  346 
 347 
Biophysical studies in vitro, however, indicate that Ano2 currents are activated even for weak 348 
stimuli10,36. In vitro preparations allow for titration of odor concentrations for each neuron, thus 349 
allowing careful analysis of transduction currents in different response regimes, including 350 
threshold and sub-threshold responses. Perhaps glomerular imaging does not have enough 351 
sensitivity to detect responses to low concentrations of odors, and potential differences between 352 
WT and KO mice were missed. In vivo, threshold odor concentrations are likely to activate only 353 
a subset ORNs due to their dispersion throughout the nasal epithelium37. The population 354 
imaging approach used in our studies further decreases the likelihood of detecting low-level 355 
signals because any responses arising a small number of ORNs are averaged across all ORNs 356 
that terminate at a given glomerulus. An alternative approach may include sparsely labeling 357 
ORNs with Ca2+ indicators to allow for recordings of individual optically isolated axon terminals; 358 
however, to date there is no reliable method available for such an approach.  359 
 360 
Another key result is that responses saturated at lower amplitudes in WT than in KO glomeruli, 361 
suggesting that the presence of Ano2 had a “clamping” effect, and its absence loosens the 362 
clamp to allow greater activity. Our findings and work of others9, suggest that in a high odor 363 
concentration regime, Ano2 may function as a feedback mechanism to limit the number of 364 
spikes generated by ORNs following odor stimulation. The proposed mechanism of action 365 
operates through a potent depolarization-induced inactivation of Na+ channels following 366 
transduction current amplification by Ano29. A potential caveat is that the larger responses we 367 
observe in KO mice are the result of lower resting fluorescence due to a decrease in 368 
spontaneous ORN activity at some glomeruli9, thereby increasing the dynamic range available 369 
for Ca2+ indicator activity. Our experiments used odor concentrations that are generally thought 370 
to be sub-saturating for odor evoked responses in ORNs; however, it remains possible that at 371 
these concentrations, the largest signals observed in WT animals exceeded the range of our 372 
indicator due to a greater basal Ca2+ tone. Our results here argue against this possibility since 373 
the only observable differences occurred in response to strong odor stimulation – larger 374 
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responses in ANO KO mice would not be observed if ORN responses in WT were saturated at 375 
these higher concentrations.  376 
 377 
It is also possible that Ano2 alters neural excitability in other ways, especially since Ano2 is 378 
expressed in ORN terminals8,38. For example, in the thalamocortical39 system Ano2 functions to 379 
suppress neural excitability by enhancing the magnitude of action potential after-380 
hyperpolarization. In the hippocampus40, Ano2 decreases the duration of individual action 381 
potentials by relying on a chloride gradient that favors outward membrane currents close to 382 
resting potential41. Although the chloride gradient in the nasal epithelium favors inward currents 383 
at near resting potentials16,18, the presumed chloride gradient at ORN axonal terminals could 384 
yield outward currents through Ano2, triggered by inward flux of Ca2+ during action potentials. A 385 
reduction in ORN transduction currents at the olfactory cilia of Ano2-null animals could be offset 386 
by a reduction in the action potential after-hyperpolarization in the axonal compartments of 387 
ORNs.  388 
 389 
Independent of the mechanisms involved, Ano2 seems to functionally compress the dynamic 390 
range of odor responses in individual ORNs by leaving weak responses unaffected (or 391 
enhancing them) and truncating the magnitude of responses to strong odors.  392 
 393 
Role of Ano2 in olfactory coding 394 
 395 
Our data suggests that currents through Ano2 may serve as a negative feedback mechanism to 396 
prevent excessive activation at higher concentrations. It remains possible that at low to 397 
moderate concentrations, Ano2 may act to amplify sensory signals and affect activity in ways 398 
undetected by our measurements. For instance, the latency to first spike (from the onset of 399 
inhalation) could be shorter in WT ORNs because of the amplification by Ano2. Such changes in 400 
timing could play an important role in odor coding42,43,44, but our imaging methods may not have 401 
the temporal resolution or sensitivity to detect such differences in latency. It is apparent that 402 
simply scaling up the activity in ORNs is insufficient enhance odor detection and may instead 403 
have deleterious effects.  404 
 405 
Another potential role of Ano2 may arise from differences in expression of Ano2 in ORNs of a 406 
common subtype. Through varying expression levels, ORNs projecting to the same glomerulus 407 
could de-correlate their firing patterns in response to the same stimulus by shunting their spike 408 
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output at different levels and thereby increasing their information carrying capacity as a 409 
population. Past studies demonstrate that intrinsic biophysical diversity between sister mitral 410 
cells functionally reduces correlations in their spike output45 and these observations are 411 
consistent in other systems including ganglion cells46 and M1 type ganglion cell 412 
photoreceptors47 in the retina. In our mouse line, all ORNs were labeled with GCaMP3 and we 413 
were therefore unable to study heterogeneity at the single cell level. However, future studies 414 
may seek to record from a small number of ORNs projecting to the same glomerulus to 415 
determine whether Ano2 plays a role in de-correlating their spike output. Furthermore, a 416 
decreased information carrying capacity of ORNs in Ano2-null mice provides a potential 417 
explanation for the odor localization deficits observed in this study and others9,10. We observed 418 
that ANO2 KO animals, despite having larger odor-evoked ORN responses, require longer to 419 
locate a relatively low-concentration odor source. This result suggests that deletion of Ano2 420 
does not simply scale up the sensitivity of ORNs, but rather, results in a fundamental 421 
reformatting of how odor information is transmitted to the brain. At present it is not clear how 422 
odor information is restructured in ORNs of KO animals, or if dysfunction in odor information 423 
processing is further compounded by downstream neurons.  424 
 425 
 426 
 427 
 428 
 429 
 430 
 431 
 432 
 433 
 434 
 435 
 436 
 437 
 438 
 439 
 440 
 441 
 442 
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Materials and Methods 443 
 444 
Animal Care, General Statements 445 
C57BL/6J, Ano2+/+, Ano2-/-, and OMP-GCaMP3 mice were used in this study. The age of all 446 
animals at the time of the experiments was two to six months. All mice used in this study were 447 
housed in an inverted 12-hour light cycle and fed ad libitum. All the experiments were performed 448 
in accordance with the guidelines set by the National Institutes of Health and approved by the 449 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Harvard University. 450 
 451 
Animal Generation 452 
The Anoctomin-2 knock-out (Ano2-/-) mouse line was obtained from the PBmice project of 453 
Fudan University (http://idm.fudan.edu.cn/PBmice). The line was generated with a piggyBac 454 
transposon system34. A donor plasmid carrying the terminal sequences required for 455 
transposition flanking a fluorescence protein gene driven by actin promoter (Act-red fluorescent 456 
protein (RFP), to facilitate selection), and a helper plasmid carrying the PB transposase (PBase) 457 
were injected into the pronucleus of mouse embryonic stem cells. The terminal sequences and 458 
Act-RFP were integrated to the genome and were stably transmitted through germline, while the 459 
plasmid carrying PBase was lost in subsequent progenies. The mouse line with piggyBac 460 
transposon inserted into intron 14 of Ano2 was then identified.  461 
 462 
In vivo imaging 463 
Surgery: Adult mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection ketamine and xylazine 464 
(100 and 10 mg/kg, respectively) and eyes were covered with petroleum jelly. The scalp was 465 
shaved and opened. After thorough cleaning and drying, the exposed skull was gently scratched 466 
with a blade, and a titanium custom-made headplate was glued on the scratches. The cranial 467 
bones over the OBs were then removed using a 3 mm diameter biopsy punch (Integra Miltex). 468 
The surface of the brain was cleared of debris and a glass coverslip was glued into the vacated 469 
cavity in the skull. Dental cement (Jet Repair, Lang Dental) was used to cover the headplate 470 
and form a well around the cranial window. Mice were allowed to recover for at least three days. 471 
Prior to each imaging session, animals were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine and 472 
xylazine (90% of dose used for surgery) and body temperature was maintained at 37°C by a 473 
heating pad. 474 
 475 
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Epifluoresence: Two photo lenses coupled front to front were used to image the OB surface 476 
onto the sensor of a CMOS camera (DFK 23GPO31, The Imaging Source GmbH). Images (960 477 
× 600 pixels) were acquired at 8-bit resolution and 8 frames/s. Data from the camera were 478 
recorded to the computer via data acquisition hardware (National instruments) and custom 479 
software in Labview. A blue LED (CBT-90, Luminus) with a maximum output of 1.65mW/mm2 480 
was used for excitation.  481 
 482 
Multiphoton: A custom-built two-photon microscope was used for in vivo imaging. Fluorophores 483 
were excited and imaged with a water immersion objective (20×, 0.95 NA, Olympus) at 920nm 484 
using a Ti:Sapphire laser (Mai Tai HP, Spectra-Physics). Images were acquired at 16-bit 485 
resolution and 4 frames/s. The pixel size was 1.218µm, and fields of view were typically 365 x 486 
365µm. The point-spread function of the microscope was measured to be 0.51 x 0.48 x 2.12 487 
µm. Image acquisition and scanning were controlled by custom-written software in Labview. 488 
Emitted light was routed through two dichroic mirrors (680dcxr, Chroma and FF555- Di02, 489 
Semrock) and collected by a photomultiplier tube (R3896, Hamamatsu) using filters in the 500-490 
550 nm range (FF01-525/50, Semrock). 491 
 492 
Odor stimulation: Monomolecular odorants (Sigma) were used as stimuli and delivered by 493 
custom-built 8 channel (epifluorescence experiments) or 16 channel (2-photon experiments) 494 
olfactometer controlled by custom-written software in Labview (National Instruments)27. 495 
Odorants were maintained at a nominal volumetric concentration of 16% (v/v) in diethyl 496 
phthalate and further diluted 8 times with air for a final concentration of 2% for epifluorescence 497 
imaging. For multiphoton imaging odors were diluted in mineral oil at 16% (v/v) and diluted 16 498 
times with air for a final concentration of 1%. For most experiments, odors were presented for 499 
5s with an interstimulus interval of at least 40s. 500 
 501 
The odor panel for epifluorescence imaging consisted of 1) Methyl propionate 2) Methyl butyrate 502 
3) Ethyl Valerate 4) Pentyl acetate 5) Propyl acetate 6) Valeraldehyde 7) Methyl tiglate. 503 
 504 
The odor panel for multiphoton imaging consisted of 1) Ethyl tiglate 2) Ethyl valerate 3) Valeric 505 
acid 4) Allyl butyrate 5) Isoamylamine 6) 2-Methoxypyrazine 7) Isugenol 8) Methyl tiglate 9) 506 
Valeraldehyde 10) Isoamyl acetate 11) Heptanal 12) mineral oil 13) Ethyl propionate 14) Propyl 507 
acetate 15) 2-Heptanone 16) Acetophenone. 508 
 509 
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For imaging glomerular responses to odor concentrations an additional 16 channel olfactometer 510 
outfitted with two odors, Ethyl valerate and Allyl butyrate, was used. The initial concentration 511 
series for each odor was 80%, 16%, 8%, 1.6%, 0.8%, 0.16%, 0.08% (v/v) in mineral oil and 512 
further diluted 16 times with air. Odors were presented for 2s to prevent adaptation at the 513 
strongest concentrations. For all experiments, odors were delivered 3-5 times each. 514 
 515 
Analysis: Calcium signals were extracted from raw images using custom-written scripts in 516 
MATLAB (MathWorks Inc.) and reported as ΔF/F signals, where F represents the average 517 
baseline fluorescence. Regions of interest were selected from average fluorescence projections 518 
for multiphoton imaging and ΔF/F projections for epifluorescence imaging. Response amplitude 519 
was measured from between three and five repeats of each odor as the mean response in the 5 520 
seconds following odor onset. Bleaching was corrected by fitting a single exponential to blank 521 
odor trials in multiphoton imaging and fitting a single exponential to the baseline period for 522 
epifluorescence experiments. For images of ΔF/F signals, the mean of an equal number of 523 
median filtered frames in the baseline and odor period was used. Traces of ΔF/F signals were 524 
smoothed for display. For figures where a threshold was applied to the data, thresholds were 525 
calculated based on the distribution of blank odor trials. An area under the receiver operating 526 
curve analysis was performed and the lowest threshold yielding ten responses for every one 527 
blank odor response was chosen. Sparseness measures were calculated as previously 528 
reported48,49. Statistical comparisons for imaging experiments were made as described in the 529 
text for each figure and values are given as mean +/- standard error of the mean. 530 
 531 
Respiration measurements 532 
Surgery: Animals were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine as described above and a head 533 
plate was implanted in the skull as described previously in this article. For some mice, a small 534 
craniotomy was also made through the right nasal bone (1 mm anterior from the frontal/nasal 535 
fissure, 1mm lateral from the midline), and a hollow cannula (#C313G; Plastics One Inc.) was 536 
lowered into the hole and glued to the skull. Finally, the whole exposed skull was covered with 537 
dental cement (Jet Repair, Lang Dental). The mice were given a week after the surgery to 538 
recover before any experiment was performed. 539 
 540 
Respiration monitoring: Two strategies were used to monitor the breathing: measuring the 541 
intranasal pressure through an implanted cannula50,51, and measuring the temperature in front of 542 
the nose52.  543 
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 544 
For the intranasal pressure strategy, mice previously implanted with a cannula were head-fixed. 545 
Then, the cannula was connected to a pressure sensor (24PCEFJ6G; Honeywell International) 546 
through a piece of polyethylene tubing. The voltage signal generated by the sensor was 547 
amplified 1000x, low-pass filtered at 60Hz, and digitized at 1000Hz using custom software 548 
written in Labview.  549 
 550 
For the temperature measurement, mice were head-fixed, and a thermocouple (5TC-TT-JI-40-551 
1M, Omega Engineering) was placed ~ 2mm in front of their nose. The voltage changes 552 
generated by the temperature variations were amplified 10000x, low-pass filtered at 60Hz, and 553 
digitized at 1000Hz using custom software written in Labview. 554 
 555 
Analysis: Analysis of breathing signals and statistical tests were performed using custom 556 
software written in MATLAB. Two types of statistical tests were used: the Kruskal-Wallis test, 557 
and a bootstrap test to compare the means of two distributions (MATLAB function “bootstrp()” 558 
repeated 1,000,000 times for each bootstrapped statistics). The MATLAB toolbox CircStat was 559 
used to analyze circular data53. The critical p-value was set at 5% for all the tests, and 560 
Bonferroni correction was applied for multiple comparisons. On the figures, all the values are 561 
given as mean +/- standard error of the mean, unless otherwise stated. 562 
 563 
Open Field Behavior 564 
The arena consisted of 56cm diameter circular inner chamber with four air inlets equally spaced 565 
around its circumference. The circular inner chamber was housed in light- and sound-proof 566 
outer chamber and illuminated using infrared LEDs. Throughout each experiment, airflow was 567 
maintained at a constant velocity for each inlet. After 10 minutes baseline exploration, air to one 568 
of the inlets was redirected through an odorized chamber while ensuring no change in its 569 
velocity. A vacuum was located at the center of the arena and its flow matched to the sum of all 570 
air inlets to prevent the accumulation of odor in the arena. Peanut oil was diluted in mineral oil 571 
as in imaging experiments. Each mouse was only tested once and the order in which they were 572 
tested was randomized. After each mouse the arena was thoroughly cleaned with ethanol to 573 
eliminate the presence of social cues. Images for tracking were acquired at 8Hz using a USB 574 
camera (Grasshopper3, Point Grey Imaging) and custom-written Labview software. Images 575 
were processed using custom MATLAB routines to measure location and velocity. Mice with an 576 
initial position >10cm from the odor source were excluded from our analysis. All statistical 577 
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comparisons for behavior experiments were made with Wilcoxon rank-sum test and values are 578 
given as mean +/- standard error of the mean. 579 
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 748 
 749 
Figure 1. Functional maps of ORN activity. Ai-Aii. Example functional maps for seven unique 750 
odors in a representative KO (top) and WT (bottom) animal. Molecular structures of the odors in 751 
the panel are depicted above. B. Number of glomeruli per bulb (n = 11 WT bulbs, n = 5 KO 752 
bulbs) responding to each of the seven odors above ROC threshold (threshold = 0.005 ΔF/F; p 753 
> 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni multiple comparison correction). C. Example 754 
functional maps from four WT and KO bulbs each for two different, but related odors. 755 
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 768 
 769 
Figure 2. Odor responses in Ano2-null mice. A. The 50 largest odor-evoked Ca2+ signals across 770 
all animals for each of seven odors in both groups. Dashed lines and red bar indicate odor 771 
delivery period. Data are sorted by the largest mean response during odor delivery. B. 772 
Cumulative distribution of the mean Ca2+ response in the odor period across all glomerulus-odor 773 
pairs (n = 2093 WT and 1526 KO glomerulus-odor pairs, p < 0.001 Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). 774 
C. Cumulative distribution of the mean Ca2+ response across all odors at each glomerulus (n = 775 
299 WT glomeruli and 218 KO glomeruli, p < 0.001, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). D. The top 50 776 
glomeruli ranked by mean response across all odors and further ranked by individual odor 777 
responses for WT (right) and KO (left) animals. E. Mean response of all glomeruli responding 778 
above ROC threshold (threshold = 0.005 ΔF/F, Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni 779 
correction, *p < 0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001). F. Scatter plot of the peak response as a function 780 
of the mean response for all glomerulus-odor pairs. Linear regression for each group plotted as 781 
dashed line (slope = 2.079, R2 = 0.887 for WT and slope = 2.023, R2 = 0.881 for KO) 782 
 783 
 784 
 785 
 786 
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 787 
 788 
Figure 3. Loss of Ano2 does not impact respiration rate. A. Example respiration traces from a 789 
WT, KO and C57BL/6J animal recorded with a thermocouple placed near the animal’s nose 790 
(see Supplementary Figure 2 for technique validation). B. Histograms of the instantaneous 791 
respiration frequency in a 5-minute window from three representative animals from each group. 792 
Mean instantaneous frequency is displayed next to each plot. C. Mean instantaneous frequency 793 
for all animals in each group. Red bars denote mean and standard error across all animals (p = 794 
0.71, Kruskal-Wallis test).  795 
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 808 
 809 
Figure 4. Calcium responses in ORNs measured with multiphoton microscopy. A. Example 810 
multiphoton-acquired images of glomeruli from an example WT and KO animal, as well as 811 
example ΔF/F responses for five selected odors. Mean images from 20 frames preceding and 812 
during the odor delivery period were used. B. Traces of the 50 largest (top) Ca2+ responses for 813 
WT and KO animals across all odors and 50 randomly selected responses (bottom). C. The 50 814 
largest odor-evoked Ca2+ signals across all animals for each of 15 odors. Dashed line denotes 815 
odor onset and offset and red bar indicates odor duration. Molecular structures are depicted 816 
above. Bottom, mean response time course for each odor.  D. Cumulative distribution of the 817 
mean Ca2+ response in the odor period across all glomerulus-odor pairs (n = 2430 WT and 2415 818 
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KO glomerulus-odor pairs, p < 0.001, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). Inset, distribution of blank 819 
odor trial responses used to determine ROC threshold (threshold = 0.02 n = 162 WT and 161 820 
KO glomeruli, p > 0.05, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). E. Cumulative distribution of the mean Ca2+ 821 
response across all odors at each glomerulus (n = 162 WT and 161 KO glomeruli, p < 0.001, 822 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). F. Mean response of all glomeruli responding above threshold for 823 
each odor (Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni correction, *p < 0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001). 824 
G. Scatter plot of population sparseness for each odor. Mean across all odors is the filled black 825 
circle (mean sparseness = 0.09 ± 0.02 in WT and 0.13 ± 0.02 in KO, p = 0.002, Wilcoxon sign-826 
rank test). H. Histogram of lifetime sparseness across all glomeruli (mean sparseness = 0.28 ± 827 
0.01 in WT and 0.28 ± 0.01 in KO, p = 0.89, Wilcoxon rank-sum test.  828 
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 838 
 839 

Figure 5. ORN responses in Ano2-null mice are enhanced at high odor concentrations. A. 840 
Example multiphoton-acquired images of glomeruli and ΔF/F responses at three odor 841 
concentrations. Odor concentrations were normalized to the highest concentration (~10% v/v) 842 
using a photoionization detector (see Supplemental Figure 4). B. Examples of the 25 largest 843 
responses to the highest concentration of Ethyl valerate followed through four other 844 
concentrations. Individual traces are displayed below. Dashed line denotes odor onset and 845 
offset, red bar indicates odor period. C. Example traces from three glomeruli in part A, identified 846 
by arrowheads followed through four concentrations of Ethyl valerate (EV; top) and Allyl 847 
butyrate (AB; bottom) Di-ii. Mean response (filled circles) at eight odor concentrations for both 848 
odors and sigmoidal fit to each (Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni correction, *p < 0.05, 849 
**p<0.01, ***p<0.001).   850 
 851 
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 856 
 857 

Figure 6. Odor localization latency is increased in Ano2-null mice. A. Time latency for mice to 858 
locate the source of odorized air carrying a 1% dilution of peanut oil (n = 8 WT and 11 KO 859 
animals, p = 0.003, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). B. Plot of the initial starting distance across all 860 
animals used (p > 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). C-D. Plot of the mean velocity of each animal 861 
prior to and following odor onset (p > 0.05, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). 862 
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 881 
 882 

Supplemental Figure 1. Principal component analysis of ORN responses measured using 883 
epifluoresence microscopy. A. Overlaid time course of the first five principal components of all 884 
responses above threshold for WT and KO animals. Red bar indicates odor delivery period. B. 885 
The first three principal components combined and plotted on the same axis. C. The first five 886 
principal components combined and plotted on the same axis. D. Plot of the variance explained 887 
by each of the first 20 principal components. 888 
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 904 
 905 
Supplemental Figure 2:  Validation of the external thermal sensor versus pressure sensor for 906 
respiration monitoring. A. Experimental setup. The breathing of head-fixed, awake mice (n = 3) 907 
was monitored through two methods: a cannula implanted in the nasal cavity, connected to a 908 
pressure sensor, and an external thermal sensor (thermocouple) in front of the nostrils. B. 909 
Examples of respiration traces. Inhalation is upward. Light traces show raw data and dark traces 910 
are the data after digital filtering. Black: pressure sensor. Green: thermocouple. The blue dots 911 
show the peaks of inhalation, while the red ones show the peaks of exhalation. C. Histograms of 912 
the instantaneous respiration rate of an exemplar mouse using a pressure sensor (darker color) 913 
or the thermocouple (lighter color). Inhalation is the histogram on top in blue and exhalation is 914 
the histogram in red on bottom. D. Histogram of the delay between peak inhalation and 915 
exhalation measured from the pressure sensor and thermocouple across all respirations. Values 916 
next to each distribution: mean +/- standard deviation. E. Fraction of the inhalation or exhalation 917 
peaks missed by the thermocouple, as a function of the breathing rate. Change this Each lighter 918 
curve is a different mouse. Each darker curve gives the mean +/- standard error of the mean. At 919 
respiration frequencies lower than 5Hz, which is typical of anesthetized mice, the thermocouple 920 
is a reliable method for the monitoring of breathing rates F. Graph from part E expanded to 921 
higher respiration rates. At respiration frequencies higher than 5Hz, which is only seen in awake 922 
mice, the thermocouple is not a reliable method for the monitoring of breathing rates (Kruskal 923 
Wallis test to compare the two distributions, p = 0.007). 924 
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 925 
 926 

Supplemental Figure 3. Principal component analysis of ORN responses using multiphoton 927 
microscopy. A. Overlaid time course of the first five principal components of all responses 928 
above threshold for WT and KO animals. Red bar indicates odor delivery period. B. The first 929 
three principal components combined and plotted on the same axis. C. The first five principal 930 
components combined and plotted on the same axis. D. Plot of the variance explained by each 931 
of the first 20 principal components. 932 
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 948 
 949 
Supplemental Figure 4. Photoionization detector measurements of odor concentrations. A. 950 
Mean photoionization detector (PID) signals across five repeats for Ethyl valerate and Allyl 951 
butyrate. Shaded area each trace is the s.e.m. Black line below indicates the digital signal used 952 
to open each solenoid. B. Expanded and overlaid PID signals from odors measured at 1% and 953 
0.5%. C. Expanded PID signals from odors at 0.1%, 0.05%, and 0.005%. Signals are expanded 954 
100 times from part A.  955 
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